
Day Krya
40 Days of Self Love

featuring 

40
Meditation for a Calm Heart



Tune In:
1+ min

Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo
Personal Mantra or Affirmation
Personal Prayer

Warm Up:
0-1 min

Choose one or more depending on time:  These are some of our favorites
Sufi Circles
Spinal Flex (Seated Cat Cows)
Cat Cows
Down Dog Crunches
Etc.

Asana:
0-3+ min

Flow freely and intuitively, even if just for 3 mintues

Meditation:
3-11 min

Meditation for a Calm Heart:

Savasana:
0-10+ min

Relax on your back or in any comfortable position

Journaling:
1+ min

Reflect on how you feel.
Pull a card and journal on what it brings up
Journal on gratitude

Take at least 3 minutes a day to devote to yourself and your practice! 

40 Day Guidance:
★ The tune in and meditation are your non negotiables, add in the others to fit your schedule and needs for the day
★ Journaling is your next non negotiable. 
★ Savasana really should be non negotiable, but I don’t want to throw too many of those at you! :) 
★ Set up a simple sacred space in your home for your practice to help with consistency
★ Your voice is a powerful healing tool for YOU!  Try to form a relationship with it in the tune in.
★ Try to do your practice first thing in the morning, but don’t beat yourself up if that doesn’t work.  Fit it in where you can.
★ Even one minute is better than zero minutes!
★ Lean on your tribe for accountability
★ If you miss a day get back on track
★ You will go through phases throughout these 40 days, stay with it through them all!

It looks kind of like this…



Position: Comfortable Seat: Elevate the sit bones to get the hips 
higher than the knees and balance the pelvis if you’d like.

Mudra: LEFT hand: on the heart
RIGHT hand: Join the tip of the index finger to the tip of 
the thumb to take gyan mudra.  Hold this next to your right 
shoulder with the palm  facing forward and the fingers 
pointing up toward the sky as if you are making a vow. 

Eyes: Close the eyes if it feels safe or look straight ahead with 
them soft.

Pranayama: Breathe slowly and deeply through the nose.  Stretch the 
breath as long as is comfortable.  Stretch the inhale.  
Suspend the belly full as long as you can.  Stretch the 
exhale.  Hold  empty as long as is comfortable.  Focus on 
regulating and softening each part of the breath.

Mantra: I vow to honor my heart.  
Or any other Mantra that is resonating with you.

End: Take three powerful full deep breaths in and out through the 
nose. 

Meditation for a Calm Heart
This simple meditation strengthens the heart and the breath and your connection to them both.  It helps us consciously focus on 
the breath which brings balance to our nervous system.  Emotionally, it helps bring a clear perception of your relationship with 
yourself and others and how they compare.  It does what the name says so we can move throughout the rest of our day with a 
calm heart!

Here is how to practice it….



LET’S DO THIS, Together!  Start Date:        /    /    

Write yourself a love letter vowing to commit these next 40 days to yourself and your practice! 
Include your why, what you hope to gain, how you want to feel, how you plan to stick with it 
and how you can support yourself through this journey.

Dear Me,

Love, 



Day 1:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 2:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 3:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 4:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 5:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 6:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 7:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 8:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 9:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 10:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 11:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 12:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 13:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 14:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 15:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 16:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 17:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 18:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 19:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 20:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 21:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 22:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 23:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 24:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 25:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 26:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 27:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 28:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 29:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 30:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 31:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 32:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 33:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 34:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 35:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 36:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 37:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 38:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 39:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



Day 40:      /    /     ❏ Meditation  

What’s on my mind and heart today and how do I feel…:

❏ Journaling❏ Mantra

My Mantras and Affirmations…

Today’s card message…Today I am grateful for…



YOU DID IT!    End Date:      /    /     

Write yourself another love letter honoring yourself for completing this 40 day practice! 
Reflect on this journey and how you have grown, evolved and transformed.  What do you want 
to accomplish next?  Compare this letter to your previous letter and celebrate yourself!  

Dear Me,

Love, 



About Katrina Marie: STUDIO OWNER, TRAUMA INFORMED 
INSTRUCTOR AND YOGA TEACHER TRAINER

Keep your head up and heart open is Katrina’s motto! Katrina has her 
E-RYT 500 in alignment based Hatha/Vinyasa from Uplifted™ Yoga and 
studied with Guru Singh for her 200hr Kundalini certification at Kundalini 
University.   Katrina is an educator and scientist at heart.  She teaches 
practitioners through her local and global online studio and leads 
hundreds of students a year into stepping into their personal teaching 
power as a lead trainer for Uplifted™ Yoga.  

A note from Katrina…

A giant THANK YOU from the little girl with a big heart to each of you who has supported my 
mission to share the power of this practice.  Your support allows me to continue to see my light in the dark, the 
dharma in the trauma and to teach you to be your own hero and healer through yoga tools.  I  am forever 
grateful.  The light in me sees and honors the light in you.  The dark in me sees and honors the dark in you.  

Diving deep into the chakras and astrology to help bring introspection, understanding and healing on a 
deeper level has guided her in truly stepping into her power and voice..  You’ll often find these themes as part 
of her offerings to support others in doing the same.  She especially loves to work with the cycles of the 
moon and our bodies, and encourages students to honor themselves through the cycles and seasons of life.  
Katrina teaches meditation, mudra, journaling, hatha, vinyasa, restorative, yoga nidra, kids, teens, trapeze and 
kundalini classes.  Katrina deeply understands and respects that it isn't always easy to keep your head up and 
heart open, so she ensures all of her classes are trauma mindful and empowering.  She will constantly 
remind you this is your practice, not hers, and your body, your choice.  And she will always be there with a 
patient reminder to come back to the breath as an anchor both on and off the mat.  

Katrina makes use of her biology degree, knowledge and love of physical and energetic anatomy, and 
multiple yoga teacher trainings to help heal herself holistically and guides others to do the same.  She 
discovered yoga after being diagnosed with celiac disease, needing a gentle routine that took care of her 
healing body and overwhelmed mind.  Leaning harder on a daily personal practice helped her find the 
awareness and strength to get out of an abusive marriage.  Incorporating Kundalini yoga into her practice has 
further helped her heal trauma and manage anxiety and PTSD. 

Always striving to turn her trauma into her dharma, she makes all of her offerings safe and compassionate.   
Katrina genuinely cares about each individual and intuitively adjusts offerings to her students' wellbeing.  Kids 
and adults alike are guaranteed to leave her classes feeling seen, loved, empowered and like they did 
something really healing for their bodies, minds, hearts and spirits!  

If you loved this workbook check out some of Katrina’s other offerings at www.katrinamarieyoga.com.

https://www.brettlarkin.com/online-yoga-teacher-training/
https://www.brettlarkin.com/online-kundalini-yoga-teacher-training/
https://www.brettlarkin.com/online-kundalini-yoga-teacher-training/

